The Reach and Rescue range of products
Sizes available 5m, 9m, 13m, 17m (Intermediate sizes made specifically on request)
n Intermediate sizes made specifically on request
n Internal safety cord fitted through the centre of all
poles made from high tension access rope with a
breaking strain of 200kg
n Material of construction for the standard poles is a
fibreglass / carbonfibre mixture of malting and resins.
The ultralite range is carbonfibre matting only. Both
types are made by hand
n The standard poles are heavier than the carbonfibre
poles by 20%. They are also more flexible than
the carbon and therefore not as accurate when
manoeuvring. The ultralite is lighter, more rigid and
easier to position than the standard pole. Both poles
are the same strength regarding breakages

n Electrical conductivity addressed using a Fibreglass
base section: 20,000 Volt protection
n Attachments made from stainless steel (pto)
n Clamping strength of all clamps measured at 60kg
suspended lift. Suitable for 400kg plus buoyant
retrieval. Finger light control
n Top section is yellow for high visibility, all other
sections are black
n Clamps are able to be torque adjusted for different
applications and also to accommodate wear and tear of
the tubes
n The poles are not designed to lift a victim out of the
water. Their strength is in pushing and pulling to and
from the operator. If a lift is required, add a line to the
floating collar

Ultralite Pole Specification
Size
(m)

Collapsed
Size (m)

Weight
(kg)

Float
included

Base
Rake(o)

5

1.8

1.8

No

35mm

9

2.1

2.6

Yes

45mm

13

2.4

4.7

Yes

50mm

17

2.6

5.5

Yes

50mm

*Intermediate sizes made on request. Standard pole same as above but 20% heavier
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EXTRAS FOR WATER RESCUE POLE
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
These attachments simply slide into place over and secure with the pole collar mechanism.
All finger pressure release for ease of use.

1x

Sliding Float (10m and above)

1x

Grappler Hook

1x

Crook

1x

Snare

1x

Flotation Collar

1x

Box for attachments - Aluminium
construction, quick release access.

1x

Carrago

1x

Kit Bag
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